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        The Sennheiser  SC 230 has a Flexible Boom Arm  Mic Boom Style
The Sennheiser  SC 230 supports Noise Cancelling
Sennheiser  SC 230 Datasheet
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        Sennheiser SC 230
It is another single sided head set offered by Sennheiser and is perfect for the professionals who need narrow band and wideband audio while working at the call centers and offices. It is perfect to be used for the call centre as it is checked for durability and robustness required while working in a call centre environment. The features of SC 230 include Circleflex™ patent-pending dual-hinge ear cup for instant perfect fit and supreme comfort, noise-canceling microphone and a lightweight raised profile headband with numbered grooves
It has a single side wearing design but is loaded with all other useful features. It provides best comfort to the user due to its dual hinge ear cup system. It has a noise cancelling microphone and provides an easy fit
SC 260 is deigned in a way to provide the top level comfort as it has dual hinge ear cups that can adapt all according to your ears and make a perfect fit. Speech clarity is exceptional as it has noise cancelling microphone that filters all the other sounds and makes communication much easier at busy places. It has a single sided wearing style and a unique robust construction. Durability and voice clarity are the top features of this product
It is much easy to bend the micro phone to the optimal position by making use of bendable boom arm. The pivot able boom rotates to around 350 degrees for the best positioning of the microphone. This is not an ordinary headset as you can make use of name tag personalization to identify your own. It has the ActiveGuard technology that keeps the ears protected from acoustic shock and sound surges. It is durable and comes with a 2 years international warranty
The best thing about SC 230 is that it is a single side wearing head set that has all the advanced features required for excellent communication. It is perfectly designed keeping in view the requirements of professionals who need to have a crystal clear sound quality to maintain strong communication no matter where they are. It has productivity enhancing features as well as call center tested durability that make it s great option
The accessories that come with the delivery include SC 230 headset, acoustic foam ear pads that are fixed on the head set to make it all ready for use as well as a cable/clothing clip. The light weight and metal reinforced head band make it very easy and comfortable to be used for longer hours

For further Sennheiser SC 230 Headset features please click here
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        More Information	Warranty	24 Months (No Quibble Warranty)
	Connectivity	Wired
	Noise Cancelling	Yes
	Headset Style	Over the head
	Mic Boom Style	Flexible Boom Arm 
	Number Of Ear Pieces	One (Monaural)
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